
Day 8 – Wednesday 1st April 2020 

Hi Fab 5s! Here are your tasks and challenges for today. Please remember to do them carefully and to record all your 

answers and written work neatly and clearly, just as if you were in the classroom. Remain a proud learner! 

Subject Task 

Maths 1. Add/subtract to 50 sheet.  

2. Add/subtract decimals. Create 10 pairs of decimal numbers using a dice or number cards. One 

number must always have 5-digits, the other number 6-digits but you can put the decimal point 

anywhere within the numbers. Add and subtract the pairs you make. Eg 2390.81 + 4923.5 =? 4923.5 

– 2390.81 =? Put a 0 (zero) into some of the numbers too. Use the column method, think place value 

and line the digits up accurately. Challenge yourself with other numbers, eg 4-digits +/- 6-digits. 

English Plan the rest of your adventure story on Alchemy Island. Ensure that you have: a reason for being on 

the island (what you’re searching for), descriptions of the route you travel along (use your map), one or 

two problems to overcome along the way, and a good ending, whether you get off the island or not! You 

will write your story over the next two days so make sure that your plan is detailed and complete. 

Read to yourself for at least 15 minutes. Read to an adult for 10 minutes and discuss what you’ve read.  

Science On the map of Alchemy Island there are Tors with chemical element symbols on. Find out and list 

which elements the symbols represent. Then choose two of them and use the internet to compare and 

contrast their properties and uses. You can present your findings in any way you like. 

Physical 90° wall challenge. Have you been practising? How long can you 

hold it for today? Can you beat your previous times?  

Remember the Joe Wicks 9.00am 

School Workout on YouTube.  

Challenge Time how long it takes you to write down the alphabet. Now hide it and time how long it takes you to 

write it backwards! Can you beat your time from last time? 

Good luck, enjoy and stay safe! 

 


